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SUMMARY

Scope: This special, unannounced inspection entailed direct inspection at the
site, including backshift inspection, in the areas of the unauthorized dilution
event and the resolution of issues raised by one of the licensee's
Management-on-Shift personnel.

Results: Two violations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R
*C
*J
*H
AO

*D
*J
*C

E. Talion, President, Florida Power and Light- Company (FP&L)
0. Woody, Executive Vice President
W. Dickey, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
J. Dager, Assistant to President
F. Pearson, Vice President, FP5L
A. Sager, Executive Assistant to Vice President — Nuclear Operations
ST Odom, Vice President — Turkey Point
J. Baker, Plant Manager-Nuclear - Turkey Point

"R. I. Acosta, Director, Quality Assurance
"F. H. Southworth, Maintenance Superintendent — Nuclear

D. 0. Grandage, Operations Superintendent
T. A. Finn, Training Supervisor
J. W. Pearce, Operations Superintendent - Designee
J. Webb, Operations - Maintenance Coordinator
D. H. Taylor, Operations System Enhancement Coordinator
R. A. Longtemps, Mechanical Maintenance Department Supervisor
D. Tomaszewski, Instrument and Control ( IC) Department Supervisor
J. C. Strong, Electrical Dep'artment Supervisor

*W. Bladow, Quality Assurance (QA) Superintendent
*J. W. Kappes, Maintenance Superintendent
J. A. Labarraque, Technical Department Supervisor
R. G. Mende, Operations Supervisor

*J. Arias, Regulation and Compliance Supervisor =

R. D. Hart; Regulation and Compliance Engineer
W. C. Miller, Senior Technical Advisor
V. Kaminskas, Reactor Engineering Supervisor
G. Solomon, Regulation and Compliance Engineer
W. Schimkus, Plant Supervisor - Nuclear
T. P. Anderson, Assistant Plant Supervisor - Nuclear
D. Spence, Nuclear Watch Engineer
J. Grant, RCO (Unit 3)
D. MacArthur, RCO (Unit 4)
R. Flynn, RCO (Administrative)
R. Sanders, Shift Technician
W. Raasch, Management on Shift

"P. L. Pace, Nuclear Licensing Supervisor
"S. D. Farrell, Licensing Engineer
*R. J. Stevens, Nuclear Licensing Supervisor
*W. Stroupe, Enercon Services
"J. Richardson, Enercon Services
"J. R. Newman, Esq., Newman and Holtzinger, PC

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians, operators, mechanics, and electricians.

~Attended exit interview on November 24, 1987





2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized during a management
meeting on November 24, 1987. The exit interview was delayed pending the
completion of an investigation by the NRC's Office of Investigation. The
licensee did not identify as proprietary any info'rmation provided to or
reviewed by the NRC.

3.

Two violations were identified - Failure to comply with the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.54(i) (Par'agraph'.e); and failure to follow approved
procedures in accordance with T.S. 6.8. 1, two examples (Paragraph 4.i).
Unresolved Items (URI)

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations of
requirements or deviations from commitments. One unresolved item was
identified during this inspection period (paragraph 4.e.).

4. Unauthorized Dilution Event on September 13, 1987

a. Summary

At approximately 0300 on September 13, 1987, a Shift Te'chnician who
serves primarily as an administrative aide, was allowed to operate a
control switch on Unit 3 which effected a dilution of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS). This manipulation, which was performed twice,
was a clear violation of 10 CFR 50.54(i) although a licensed reactor
operator was directly supervising the evolutions The manipulation
was also observed by several other, licensed individuals, one of which
was a Management-on-Shift representative. He in turn reported it to
at least three different plant management personnel during the next
two days although it wasn't until one week later that appropriate
licensee attention was given to the event, it's significance
realized, corrective action taken and finally reported to the NRC.
The licensee subsequently submitted a voluntary LER, 87-24. In
response to this event Region II requested a formal investigation by
the NRC's Office of Investigation (OI). Also, this event, combined
with two other recent violations on the part of Turkey Point
Operations personnel led the NRC to implement a continuous on-shift
coverage to observe operations practices. During the OI
investigation, it was revealed that the Manager-on-Shift who reported
the event, made a series of notes concerning his observations of on-
shift performance. These notes which raise numerous potentially
serious safety concerns are also addressed in this report.

b. Description of Event

On the midnight to 0800 shift of September 13, 1987, the Reactor
Control Operator (RCO) for Unit 3 was in the process of diluting the
RCS. Power level was at 30'" and a flux map was in progress. Table 1



is a list of the personnel, by title, who were in the control room at
the time of the event. The Shift Technician was checking and date
stamping recorder charts and in passing by the Unit 3 RCO, expressed
an interest in what he was doing. The RCO, in attempting to explain
his duties, allowed the technician to turn the Reactor Makeup Control

„Switch (RMCS) to the START position. This pumped in a preset dilution
of 30 gallons of demineralized water into the RCS in approximately 30
seconds. The RCO realized that this dilution would not have the
desired effect on Tave and immediately reset the Primary Water Batch
Integrator from 30 gallons to 20 gallons. He again allowed the
Technician to turn the RMCS to START. Although there is no evidence
that any other unauthorized manipulations were made during this time
period, there were indications of other unprofessional actions. This
event was observed by the other two RCO's in the control room at the
time, by one of the Management-on-Shift personnel and by the Reactor

„ Engineering Supervisor who was performing a flux map of Unit 3.
None of these personnel took any action to stop the evolution and
apparently did not realize it was contrary to the requirements of
10 CFR 50.54(i).

The reactor remained at approximately 30% until later that morning
when power level was decreased to perform an overspeed test of the
main turbine. A reactor trip occurred at 0836 on September 13,
because of operator e'rror and instrument failure. Although the
unauthorized reactivity manipulation did not contribute to the trip,
events surrounding the trip had an impact on the response of plant
management to the dilution event.

Other contributors to the event were poor training and inadequate
procedures. The inspection revealed that most personnel were
unfamiliar with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54 and that the
existing lesson plan was inadequate. The procedure for conduct
of operation, AP 0103.2, Responsibilities of Operators and Shift
Technicians on Shift and Maintenance of Operating Logs and Records,
Revision dated September 1, 1987, was found deficient in that it did
not appropriately include the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54.

Consequences of Reactivity Manipulation

The Reactor Makeup Control Switch (RMCS) fits the definition of
"control" as specified in 10 CFR 55.4 since it is a mechanism by
which the reactivity and power level of the reactor can be directly
affected. The RMCS initiates the .addition of demineralized water
into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) which effectively reduces the
boron concentration thus adding positive reactivity. At the time of
the event, approximately 0300 on September 13, the Unit 3 power level
was about 30% and the boron concentration was 1642 ppm. The reactor
had been critical at very low power level for the previous several
shifts, thus the increase to 30% resulted in Xenon slowly building
in. The RCO was attempting to hold power level'constant by means of



RCS dilution since a flux map was in progress. This required the
periodic addition of batches of demineralized water to hold RCS
Average Temperature (Tave) at approximately 555F. The charts show
that approximately 25 dilutions took place between midnight and 0300
on the 13th.

The dilution process is specified in Step 5.3 of Operating Procedure,
O-OP-046, CVCS-Boron Concentration Control. The RCO'ad manually
adjusted FCV-3-114A to about 60 gpm. He was also routinely setting a
preset amount into the Primary Water Batch Integrator, usually 30
gallons. The Reactor Makeup Selector Switch was set in the ALT
(alternate) DILUTE position. This allowed roughly equal amounts of
water to go to the Volume Control Tank (VCT) and the suction of the
Positive Displacement Charging Pumps (CPs). The flow path is shown
schematically in Figure 1. The Primary Water Pump normally runs
continuously and therefore does not star t and stop for each dilution
cycle. When the RMCS was turned to the START position, FCV-3-1138
and FCV-3-114B automatically opened (FCV-3-114A was in Manual and
throttled open). Once the integrator counted up to its setpoint,
FCV-3-113B and FCV-3-114B would automatically shut, thus terminating
the dilution. It was also the practice of RCO's to maintain
FCV-3-114B manually closed in order to force all water directly to
the charging pump suction.

Licensee Response to Event

A Manager-on-Shift reported the dilution event to the Operations-
Maintenance Coordinator, following the completion of his shift
at 0730. When the reactor tripped at 0836, that morning, the
Operations - Maintenance Coordinator was designated as Event Response
Team Leader and did not further pursue. the dilution event.

On Monday, September 14, the Manager-on-. Shift notified the Operations
Supervisor that the event had occurred and of his concerns regarding
professionalism on'-shift. This information was apparently not
further transmitted by the Operations Supervisor to any other levels
of Turkey Point Management. A Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC)
meeting was convened on Monday afternoon to discuss the Unit 3 trip
the previous day and the corrective actions taken as a result of the
trip. Following the PNSC meeting the Manager-on-Shift told the
Operations Superintendent of the dilution event and his concerns
regarding operator professionalism. The Operations Superintendent
called in the Plant-Manager from his residence to resolve conflicts
that had arisen during the PNSC meeting. In a meeting later that
evening between the Plant Manager, Operations Superintendent, Oper-
ations Supervisor, and the Manager-on-Shift, the topic of operator
professionalism was discussed at length and included the specific
instance of the dilution event. The Operations Superintendent and
the Operations Supervisor were tasked with investigating the event
and taking appropriate disciplinary action. Although all four
individuals are currently or previously SRO licensed on Turkey Point,



none realized it was a regulatory matter and no notification of the
event was made to the Site Vice President or Corporate Management.
The Operations Superintendent and Operations Supervisor were off-site
for the three following days at a training course and did not pursue
it further. Similarly no one on-site pursued the matter except the
Plant Supervisor - Nuclear (PS-N). This individual heard, by way
of rumor, of professionalism concerns on his shift and took steps
to learn of the incident and counsel the individuals involved.
No further actions were taken by anyone on site until Monday,
September 21.

The Quality Assurance (QA) Superintendent also heard of the incident,
"through the rumor mill", on September 21 and pursued it with on-site
operations management and corporate QA. Through a series of phone
calls that evening, the Vice President-Nuclear. Operations and the
Site Vice President became actively involved in the response. On the
following morning, site personnel realized the significance of the
event and the regulatory requirement. The NRC resident inspectors
were notified who in turn notified Region II management. The RCO

who permitted the manipulation was removed from licensed duties and
retrained. The licensee's intent was t,hat following retraining,
the RCO would be returned to duty and instruct all other licensed
personnel concerning the incident and its significance. Through
management oversight the RCO was left on the "on - call" list and on
September 25, was called into duty. He was subsequently removed from
licensed duty and Region II issued a Confirmation of Action Letter
(CAL) on October 6, 1987, prohibiting him from licensed duties until
approved by the Regional Administrator.

The licensee's response to this event is of utmost concern to the
NRC. Apart from the violation itself is the fact that at least four
licensed operators observed the event and did nothing to stop it.
Also, several members of plant management who hold or have held SRO

licenses were notified within two days and failed to take the
appropriate action. Notwithstanding the regulatory requirement,
the issue of professionalism on-shift was raised with this event as
another of many previous examples, yet management failed to respond
for the next eight days.

Manipulation of Controls

10 CFR 50.54(i) prohibits the manipulation of the controls of the
reactor by anyone who is not a licensed Reactor Operator or Senior
Reactor Operator. 10 CFR 55.4 defines controls as "...apparatus and
mechani sms the manipulation of which directly affect the reactivity
or power level of the reactor". Generally for a PWR, controls
include the Control Rod Drive System and the boration and dilution
control system. Personnel in a training status to'ualify for an

operator license may be permitted to operate the controls as
specifically exempted by 10 CFR 55. 13(b)(2) [May, 1987 revision].
However, this manipulation may only be performed "...under the
direction and in the presence of a licensed operator or senior
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operator". Although the Shift Technician was directly supervised by
the RCO, she was not in a training status for a license and therefore
this is a violation of 10 CFR 50.54(i).

Violation 87-44-01; Manipulation of a control by a non-licensed
individual who was not in a training status.

In May 1987, 10 CFR 55 was reissued with many revisions. The
exemptions were expanded to include manipulation of fuel elements
with the fuel handling bridge as not requiring a license. Also, the
definition of operator was changed to delete the sentence "An
individual is deemed to manipulate a control if he directs another to
manipulate a control". This provision is now included with the
definition of Senior Reactor Operator. There were no other changes
that would have conceivably contributed to confusion over the
applicability of 10 CFR 50.54(i).

On February 9, 1981, the NRC issued IE Circular No. 81-02, Performance
of NRC - Licensed Individuals While on Duty. Included in this
circular was an excerpt from 10 CFR 50.54(i) and the statement that
"Each power reactor licensee should review and revise, as necessary,
their administrative controls regarding operator performance to
insure the guidance contained or referenced herein is incorporated".
This Circular was inspected and closed out in Inspection Report
250,251/81-13. The Circular was based -on a perceived sleeping
incident and most of the guidance was centered on the topics of
professionalism and lack of distracting activities.

In Inspection Report 81-13, it was stated that most of the guidance
contained in the Circular had been included in the revised procedures.
The licensee's actions were also considered satisfactory since a

letter had been issued to all plant supervisors regarding profes-
sionalism and all licensed personnel were ,mailed a copy of the
Circular. AP 0103.2 had not been changed to incorporate the
requirement of 10 CFR 50.54(i). The licensee has recently revised
AP 0103.2, revision dated October 5; 1987, and the requirements of
10 CFR 50.54(i) are included as precaution number 4.4. Although
numerous other revisions have been made to AP 0103.2, the lessons
learned from the NRC's continuous on-shift coverage and the licensee's
expanded Management-on-Shift program have not yet been evaluated for
possible incorporation into this procedure. This will be tracked as
an Unresolved Item pending review and evaluation of these programs
(URI 87-44-02; Review revisions to AP 0103.2 as required by NRC and
Licensee's on - shift programs).

f. Training

A brief history of the training and licensing of Turkey Point
personnel is shown in Table 2. Several facts from this Table are
noteworthy:



(1) There is a very high turnover rate in that only one-third of the
personnel licensed at Turkey Point still remain. Less than
two-thirds remain from a very large class that was licensed only
last year.

(2) A high percentage of the personnel currently on-shift are
relatively new, i.e., 72% of the present watch standers received
their licenses during or after 1983. Only six of the 39 people
currently on-shift were licensed prior to 1979.

(3) Including the 1981 group, only nine licensed individuals may
have been mailed IE Circular 81-02 concerning conduct of
licensed personnel on-shift.

Ouring a gA review of the dilution event, the licensee found that
approximately one-third of the licensed operators did not fully
understand the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54. At the time of the
event,. none of the personnel in the control room were aware of its
regulatory significance nor were the licensed or previously licensed
managers who were notified during the next two days.

NRC interviews revealed that most individuals considered it was wrong
to let unlicensed individuals manipulate any switches in the control
room but could not distinguish "controls" as defined in the
regulations from other component switches. Many also believed that
unlicensed individuals, if properly observed and supervised by
licensed people could operate controls regardless of training status.
FPL is currently investigating instances in which STA's in training,
although not for a license, may have been permitted to perform
control manipulations.

Prior to 1985, no lesson plans existed for teaching 10 CFR 50 and
10 CFR 55. Lesson Plan No. 101-0H, Appendix A was approved in
November 1985 to correct this deficiency. The inspectors reviewed
this lesson plan and found it deficient in a number of areas. These
areas are:

The lesson plan only includes two pages of text (enabling and
terminal objectives) plus copies of 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100.
The regulations are not explained in textual or outline format.
Also Part 55 is not included.

An enabling objective is to be able to define "operator",
"senior operator" and "controls". These definitions are
contained in Part 55 which was not provided.

Another enabling objective is to explain the conditions under
which unlicensed operators can manipulate the controls. Again
these conditions are contained in Part 55.



There are important provisions of 10 CFR 50.54 such as
subparagraphs (j), (k), (1), (x) and (y) that are not addressed
as learning objectives.

This failure to provide adequate training on applicable rules and
regulations is a violation. However, no Notice of Violation will be
issued due to the INPO/NRC agreement on training.

In response to these deficiencies, the licensee issued Instructor
Lesson Plan No. 0802200, "10 CFR 50.54, 10 CFR 55, and AP-0103.2" and
Student Handout No. 0810200 on the same topics. The inspectors
reviewed these documents and found the quality of training materials
to be greatly improved and fairly comprehensive. For example, in
addition to 50.54(i) it included other provisions of paragraph 54
such as gA program, requalification program and subparagraphs (x) and
(y) which allow for actions that depart from license conditions or
technical specifications. It only addresses subparagraph (j)
superficially, however, when reviewing the changes to AP-0103.2.
This subparagraph addresses the conditions under which non-licensed
operators can manipulate components in the plant, an area in which a

recent violation occurred with the misalignment of boric acid
flowpaths.

The student handout included complete copies of 10 CFR 50 and the
latest revision of 10 CFR 55 dated May 1987.

In addition, on September 24, 1987, the licensee issued a Regulatory
Awareness Hemorandum. This memo was sent to all plant personnel and
contained reminders of the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(i) and 10 CFR

55.9.

g. NRC Augmented on Shift Coverage

On September 25, 1987, Region II implemented a 24-hour coverage of
the joint control room and other plant activities at Turkey point.
This action was the result of a cumulation of the following factors:

1) The unauthorized dilution event of September 13, 1987
')

The identification of the event by the licensee's management-
on-shift program but the fai lure of the program and on-site
management to properly assess and respond to the event.

3) The apparent initial lack of significance placed on the dilution
incident by facility and corporate management during a Region II
management meeting conducted in Atlanta on September 25, 1987.

4) Two recent operations violations for which escalated enforcement
was pending.
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5) Many other prior examples of failure to follow procedures by
Turkey Point personnel.

This on-site coverage involved all three Turkey Point Resident
Inspectors, both St. Lucie Resident Inspectors, the Surry Resident
Inspector, the NRR Project Manager, three Regional Inspectors and
four Operator License Examiners. The 24-hour coverage continued
until October 9, 1987, at which time it was reduced to approximately
50% back shift and weekend coverage with full time resident inspector
presence during the normal work day. On October 25, 1987, the
Augmented NRC coverage was terminated when FPL implemented their
enhanced on-shift program with the issuance of procedure ADM-019,
Management-on-Shift.

During 'this observation period, the NRC personnel observed control
room operations, shift turnover, shift meetings, normal and abnormal
plant evolutions, equipment clearances, adherence to procedures and
many other routine and non-routine evolutions both in-plant and in
control room. Major events included a. plant shutdown for a

hurricane, a plant cooldown for repair of leaks, a vessel head void
caused by nitrogen intrusion and several violations that have already
been documented in Inspection Report 87-43.

The observation program will be described in two ways. The first
will list the chronological condition of each unit and major
evolutions that took place. The second will describe more general
positive and negative observations by the various NRC personnel.

Date Unit 3 Unit 4

9/25

9/26

Mode 3 - Hot Standby

Begin cooldown — RCP

vibration and leaking
PZR spray valve

100%

9/29 Leak on RHR Pump B seal
injection line

9/30

9/30

Reduce power to 57%
for repair of 4A
Main FW Pump;
Returned to 100%
power

Common — Multiple radiation alarms from moving seal
injection filter through Aux. Bldg: LER issued.

10/2 In-core Instrument seal table
leak

NI Channel N-44
Inop-Operator did
not complete ONOP:
Violation 87-43-01.
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10/6 Inability to place letdown
in service. Found clearance
not released

10/6

10/7

Common — Found steam leak in 'C'FW pump;
pump OOS; entered TS Action

statement.'erformed
Surveil-

lance Test on Emerg.
Cont. Cooler with
out-of-cal flow
meter

10/7 Decrease Power to
40% for Turbine
va1 ve operabi 1 i ty
test.

10/8 Returned to
100io'ower

10/8 Entered TS 3.0. 1.
Both heat tracing
circuits were inop-
erable; prepared
for shutdown but
repaired heat
tracing.

10/9 Drain down to mid-nozzle;
RHR pump cavitated. Operators
handled well.

10/10 CCW leak; Also
intermittent loss
of vacuum alarms

10/11 Electrical leads on RHR

Pump 'A'horted

10/12 Unit shutdown for
hurricane Floyd.
NOUE declared.

10/12 Plant taken solid

10/16

Restart prevented
by SI pump OOS;
Unit taken to cold
shutdown, Mode 5.

Repairs initiated
on PZR spray valve
and PORV.
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10/21 Small void devel-
oped in vessel
head. Attributed
to Hz degassing.

10/25

General Observations

Void devel oped in
vessel head 3 times
during drain down
operations. Event
Response Team
cal led.

The conduct of shift turnovers and shift briefings appeared in
most cases to be professional and complete. Briefings by the
PS-N usually included reminders concerning professionalism.

The RCO who permitted the unauthorized reactivity manipulation
conducted several briefings of on-shift personnel concerning the
event and its significance. NRC personnel considered these
briefings to be well-done and worth while.

Several inspectors commented on the excessive number of PWO

stickers in the control room. Operators sometimes complained to
NRC personnel of the excessive number of PWOs and the delays in
getting plant equipment worked on. In one instance an operator
used an out-of-calibration flow meter (as evidenced by a PWO

sticker) to perform a surveillance. When brought to the PS-N's
attention, the test was invalidated and reperformed with proper
instrumentation. This matter will be further pursued by the
Resident Inspector staff as part of their review of the Turkey
Point instrument calibration program.

Several violations or unresolved items were observed or
occurred:

With one NI channel out of service, an operator failed to
complete all of the required steps in 4-0NOP-059.3
(Violation 87-43-01, Example a.).

A valve in the Boric Acid System required to be locked open
was found not locked with the lock and lockwire not
engaging the hand wheel (Violation 87-43-01, Example b.).

Operations personnel were found adjusting the thermostat on

the heat tracing system instead of electricians as required
by procedure (Violation 87-43-01, Example c.).

Maintenance personnel moving a seal injection filter
through the auxiliary building set off numerous Unit 3 and
Unit 4 radiation alarms. (URI 87-43-02)
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Resolution of Manager-on-Shift Concerns

As noted in paragraph 4.a of this report, the dilution incident was
observed and reported by one of the Managers-on-Shift. During his
five nights on shift, he made a number of observations, some of which
he wrote after his first night on shift and the r emainder which were
compiled on the morning of September 13 after coming off shift.
These were his personal notes and were to be used to generate a

report to plant management. The existence of the notes became known
during the OI investigation and were requested from the licensee by
the investigator. The notes were provided by the licensee under
protest of the Manager-on-Shift. He was interviewed under oath the
day after his notes were made available to the inspectors. He

testified that many statements he made were opinions, very
subjective, and in some cases, factually incorrect. Nevertheless,
each item was treated as an allegation and fully inspected. In the
following paragraphs, the NRC findings are presented along with an
equivalency statement of each item or grouping of related items.

1. The first item dealt with a surveillance test of the Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) backup nitrogen system. It was stated that the
test failed and the operating crew did not respond in a correct
or timely manner and that technical specifications were not
properly consulted.

NRC FINDINGS

Procedure 3-OSP-075; 7, Aux i 1 i ary Feedwater (AFW) Backup Nitrogen
Test - Train 2, was begun on September 8, 1987, at 9:45 p.m.
Although not specifically logged, it appears that the surveillance
was completed at 11:58 p.m. At 12: 10 a.m. on September 9, th'e Unit 3

RCO informed the PS-N that the surveillance results were
unsatisfactory. The PS-N log reflects this information and specifies
that the failure of the train 2 nitrogen system caused the Unit to
enter a 72 hour Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO). The
deficiency was'ogged in the Equipment Out of Service (EOOS) log at
12: 12 a.m. The determination of the Technical Specification LCO

status was made by a Senior Reactor Operator trainee who has held a

Reactor Operator's licensee on both Turkey Point units for several
years. This individual was fully trained to interpret the applicable
system requirements.

Nitrogen system troubleshooting began immediately. At 2: 10 a.m. on

September 9, a complete lineup of the train 2 nitrogen system had

been completed. No discrepant conditions were identified. The
train 2 nitrogen system had been modified during the past refueling
outage. The failed surveillance represented the first attempt to
perform the procedure subsequent. to system modification. A similar
startup test had been passed earlier in the week. A decision was

made to reperform the, surveillance test. The procedure was started at
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4:30 a.m., on September 9, 1987, completed at 7:20 a.m. A log entry
was made at 11:30 a.m., stating that the surveillance failed "due to
Auto.". This log entry meant that the rate of nitrogen consumption
during automatic valve control was above the acceptance criteria.
Troubleshooting occurred during the afternoon and evening on
September 9. A leaking air regulator was replaced on flow control
valve CV-3-2832 during the early morning hours on September 10, 1987
The procedure was again performed between 3: 15 a.m. and 5: 15 a.m., on
September 10, and the results were satisfactory. The train 2
nitrogen system entry was removed from the EOOS log at 5: 15 a.m., on
September 10, 1987.

The Manager-on-Shift's reference to an 11:00 p.m. test failure
reflects his belief that the failed portion of the test could have
been identified before the entire test was completed. Large portions
of the test data were collected at locations outside the control
room. The control room staff did not receive the data sheets until
the entire test package was brought to the control room at the end of
the test. The failed results were promptly brought to the attention
of the PS-N and the appropriate entries were made in the EOOS log.
The applicable Technical Specification requirements were checked by a
licensed Reactor Operator. The test was run a second time due to a
belief that the poor result could have been due to an error in
technique. This decision was based on not finding a system fault
during initial troubleshooting and alignment verification. The
system fault was located and corrected subsequent to the second test
fai lure and a third surveillance test was successfully completed.
The total out of service time was 29 hours and 3 minutes which is
well within the allowable 72 hour LCO.

It was not possible to determine whether the EOOS log entry was made
at 2:30 a.m., as stated by the, Manager-on-Shift, or 12: 12 a.m. as
stated on the EOOS log sheet. However, the APS-N log clearly
documents an awareness of the out of service nitrogen train at
12:10 a.m.

The NRC inspectors concluded that the licensee's approach to the
resolution of the issue was timely and in accordance with
requirements.

2. This item concerned the PS-N declaring a Diesel Generator (DG)
out of service after finding a Plant Work Order (PWO) on the
starting air system that had been written three weeks earlier.
At .the time the PWO was written, the staff believed that
operability of the DG was not affected.

NRC FINDINGS

Plant Work Order (PWO) 6145 was i ssued on August 17, 1987, to address
apparent Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) pressure regulator setpoint
drift. The 'B'DG pressure reading for Pressure Indicator (PI) 205B
was indicating 205 psi instead of 190 psi as specified on drawing
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5610-T-E-4536, sheet 2, revision 12. The PWO was not worked until
September 9, 1987. The decision to delay corrective action was not
documented by the licensee. On September 9, the reading on PI 205B
was observed to have increased to full scale, approximately 300 psi,
indicating a failed gauge and a possible overpressure condition.
Consequently, a decision was made to immediately implement PWO 6145.
The 'B'DG was taken out of service for repairs at 2:40 a.m. on
September 9, 1987, and returned to service at 1:45 p.m. that same
day. The gauge pointer was loose, causing the off scale high
reading. Additionally, the regulator output pressure was adjusted
from 205 psi to 190 psi. Subsequently, the 'B'DG was test run
satisfactorily in accordance with surveillance procedure 0-OSP-023 . 1,
Emergency Diesel Generator Operability Test, revision dated
August 25, 1987.

For three weeks between August 17, 1987 and September 9, 1987, the
air start regulator for the 'B'DG appeared to be 205 psi or
greater. No written evaluation was performed to determine the
acceptability of the indicated condition. The issue was not referred
to the Technical Department System En'gineer for consultation and
resolution. In mid October, subsequent to being questioned by an NRC
inspector, the Technical Department System Engineer specified that,
although the air start motor technical manual does not address
starting air pressure requirements or flow rates, the name plate data
attached to the air start motor specifies that the maximum design
pressure is 200 psi. Consequently, for the three week period, the
air start motor would have received greater than design pressure
during EDG startups. The 'B'DG was started on August 19, 1987,
while the discrepant condition existed.

On October 19, 1987, the licensee received a letter from the
Morrison-Knudsen Company, specifying that the 2.5% overpressure
condition would not have caused any deterioration to the seal in the
air start solenoid valve or have caused excessive torque on the air
starting motor gearing. Consequently, the operability of-the 'B'DG
was not adversely affected. However, the failure to pursue and
evaluate the overpressure condition prior to assuming EDG operability
is an NRC concern. Even though low air pressure is obviously more
detrimental to the ability of a diesel to start than high air
pressure, the cour se of action taken by the licensee was inconsi stent
with that taken on other occasions when the air start regulator
appeared to be misadjusted. For example, on August 17, 1987, at
10:56 a.m. the air start regulator for the A EDG was observed to
supply an output pressure of 160 psi instead of the required 190 psi
(PWO 6146). The 'A'DG was taken out of service on August 18 at
8:05 p.m. and repairs were performed. The diesel was returned to
service at 9:30 a.m. on August 20, 1987.
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3. There are six items addressed collectively concerning proper
shift turnover procedures. It was stated that turnover sheets
were not filled out properly, clearance books were not reviewed,
Temporary System Alteration (TSA) logs were not reviewed, and
procedures for temporary relief were not adequately followed.

NRC FINDINGS

The Manager-on-Shift testified that some of his statements concerning
temporary relief may have been conjecture in that he did not witness .

every turnover relief. He specified that, for the turnovers he
observed, the Reactor Control Operators (RCOs) followed the
requirements of AP 0103.2 but only to a minimal extent which was not
up to his personal standards.

The Unit 3 and 4 RCO logbooks were reviewed for the month of
September 1987. Conversations with RCOs and previous NRC control
room observations have indicated that it is not uncommon for an RCO

to be relieved from his assigned unit for short periods of time. AP
0103.2 states in section 8.2.1:

In the event that an operator must leave his assigned station
for less than two (2) hours, an informal turnover must be
completed prior to the operator's departure. This station
responsibility change-over shall be noted in the operator's log
prior to departure and upon return and acceptance of the
operating station responsibility. 1'he turnovers shall consist
of a review of the operating station log, transfer of
information concerning recent plant changes, testing and
potential problems, and a tour of the operating station as soon
as practicable.

NOTE: The RCO with unit duty may leave the surveillance area
for short duration activities, i.e., discussions in
the PS-N office, checking relay racks, or a washroom
visit, after performing a verbal turnover to the
operator with administrative duties.

Although the procedure states that station responsiblity change-overs .

of less than two hours must be noted in the log, the operators have
assumed that "short duration" activities (e.g., head calls) need not
be logged. No examples of short duration exchanges were found for
the logbooks for the month of September 1987. RCOs were questioned
about their logging practices. They specified that for unit
exchanges much shorter than 2 hours duration they did not believe
that signed log entries were required. They also specified that unit
turnovers of 1 to 2 hours duration are performed very infrequently.
The RCOs agreed that during the month of September numerous short
duration unit exchanges took place and were not logged. They were
not logged because they were unit exchanges with the RCO with
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administrative duties. The note from section 8.2. 1 of AP 0103.2
states that these turnovers may be verbal. The note does not address
whether the completion of the verbal turnover should be logged.

Interviews with numerous RCOs revealed that it is likely that control
of the reactor changed hands between the Unit RCO to the RCO assigned
administrative duties on a frequent basis. These exchanges were not
documented. Since the RCO with administrative duties is assigned to
the same shift as the Unit RCO, and since he receives a turnover from
the off-going administrative RCO and spends the majority of his time
in the control room, it is likely that he is, in general, familiar
with unit status. Consequently,, the verbal turnover prior to
exchange would be expected to be of short duration. The
Manager-on-Shift testified that the verbal turnover briefs were of
shorter duration than he personally felt were appropriate.

AP 0103.2, section 8. 1, Shift Turnover Requirements, specifies that
the off-going shift shall pass on plant status by making appropriate
checks and/or remarks on the applicable shift relief checklist. The
on-coming operator shall review the shift turnover sheets, check the
relief boxes provided and, after an understanding of plant operating
conditions is obtained, sign the turnover sheet indicating acceptance
of the shift. The on-coming operator shall tour the operating
station as soon as practicable after assuming the shift and sign

, Part II of the checklist.

The RCO shift relief checklists were reviewed for the month of
September 1987. Numerous discrepancies were identified which
supported the Manager-on-Shift's concerns. RCOs routinely did not
completely fill out the relief checklists. No single relief
checklist was observed to be completely filled out. However, in
almost all cases the majority of the most significant plant
information was recorded. It was observed that the RCOs routinely
did not check the block certifying that they had reviewed the
Temporary System Alteration (TSA) log. Additionally, it was observed
that on numerous occasions in September 1987 the RCOs did not check
the block certifying that they had reviewed the clearance book.

Subsequent to review of the September 1987 turnover relief checklists
for RCOs, PS-Ns and APS-Ns, it was determined that turnover
checklists were not properly filled out. RCOs routinely did not
record required parameters such as: intermediate and source range

'ower level; boric acid storage tank levels; gas decay, monitor and
waste tank levels; net electrical power generated; pressurizer liquid
temperature; and pressurizer pressure. Four occasions were
identified when Unit responsibility was turned over for more than 2
hours and formal relief checklists were not 'filled out. In lieu of
filling out a new turnover checklist the on-coming RCOs signed the
previously existing checklist. This is contrary to the requirements
of section 8.2.2 of AP 0103.2.
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PS-Ns and APS-Ns did not sign the required relief checklists on 12
occasions in September 1987. On numerous occasions the on-coming
PS-N and APS-N did not check required blocks on the turnover sheets.
These omissions included failure to certify that the APS-N logbook
was reviewed, that walkdowns of the control room boards were
performed and that required periodic tests, checks and evolutions
were complete.

Additionally, for 3 of 4 weeks in September 1987, the PS-N did not
certify that a requi red walkdown of the Auxiliary building was
performed.

Technical Specification (TS) 6.8. 1 requires that written procedures
and administrative policies shall be established, implemented, and
maintained that meet or exceed the requirements and recommendations
of Appendix A of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.33.

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33 recommends that administrative
procedures should be developed to address authorities and
responsibilities for safe operation shift and relief turnover, and
log entries.

Contrary to the above, the requirements of AP 0103.2 were not
properly implemented in September 1987 in that, on numerous occasions
shift relief turnovers were not documented in the Reactor Operator's
logbook and checklists were not properly and thoroughly completed.

The failure to meet the requirements of TS 6.8. 1 is one example of a
violation (87-44-03).

4. The Manager-on-Shift stated that procedure 3-GOP-301 was
apparently not followed when warming the secondary plant with
auxiliary steam. This could have damaged the rupture disks on
the turbine. Also, direction by any of the SROs was lacking.

NRC FINDINGS

In the Manager-on-Shi ft' testimony he clarified the statement
concerning the use of -3-GOP-301, entitled Hot Standby to Powe~
Operation. Although he did not see the operators refer to this
procedure, they could have reviewed it at another time in their
shift. The inspectors reviewed the completed 3-GOP-301 for this
time frame.

Section 5.0 of this procedure directs the operator to warm the Main
Steam Header in accordance with 3-0P-072, entitled Main Steam System.
Review of the completed and signed off procedures and the APS-N
logbook indicates that the introduction of steam'into the secondary
was a controlled evolution. The Manager-on-Shift testified that the
rema'ining portion of this item was conjecture, except for the fact
that the PS-N blamed an inadequate procedure concerning whether or
not he had damaged the rupture disk.





5. The Manager-on-Shift stated that steam generator blowdown was
isolated sooner ,than necessary, even though chemistry limits
were not met. Operators were using steam dump to atmosphere to
control inventory.

NRC FINDINGS

(Unit 3) Review of the APS-N logs for the September 8-10, 1987 time
frame indicates that steam generator blowdown was isolated on

September 10, at 0230. The discharge valve to the canal LCV-3-6265B
was found to be closed by the Turbine Operator but was showing open
in the control room. This was causing the blowdown tank safety
valves to lift due to the pressure buildup in the tank. PWO number
63-6918 was written and IKC was contacted. Procedure 3-0P-071,
entitled Steam Generator Blowdown Recovery System, dated July 18,
1987, was reviewed by the inspectors. Section 5. 1.2, step 9 directs
the operator to open the blowdown tank to canal valve LCV-3-6265B, in
order to maintain the desired blowdown tank level during unit
star tup. With LCV-3-6265B out of service, the blowdown tank had to
be isolated to prevent overfilling. The blowdown effluent could not
be sent to the condenser in lieu of the canal at this time due to
chemistry considerations. Steam generator blowdown is not required
to be operable per Turkey Point Technical Specifications (TS).
Procedure 3-GOP-301, entitled Hot Standby to Power Operations, allows
the operator to use steam S/G atmospheric steam dumps in order to
maintain the desired RCS temperature during unit startup. Therefore,
using the atmospheric steam dumps to control S/G inventory does not
violate Turkey Point operating procedures. The Manager-on-Shift
testified that although blowdown is not required and procedures were
not violated, in his opinion, he felt that this evolution could have
been controlled better.

6. In his notes, the Manager-on-Shift listed nine (9) items which
dealt with the shift organization, the chain-of-command, leader-
ship by SROs, and some statements concerning the performance of
the PS-N. Some specific concerns related to the amount of time
that the PS-N toured the plant and thus was out of the control
room and the lack of direction given to licensed and non-licensed
operators.

NRC FINDINGS

In order to address these items it is necessary to explain the
on-shift organization and chain of command. Each shift for dual unit
operation normally consists of three senior reactor operators, three
reactor operators, a shift technical advisor (STA), a shift technician,
and several non-licensed auxiliary operators. The organization is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. The responsibilities and duties
of on-shift personnel. are specified in AP 0103.2. The Plant Super-
visor - Nuclear (PS-N) is responsible for planning, scheduling,
coordinating and supervising all operations while on shift. The
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Assistant Plant Supervisor - Nuclear (APS-N) serves in a supervisory
capacity that assists the PS-N. This i s a recently added position by
the licensee and represents an SRO licensed individual that is in
excess of the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(i). The Nuclear
Watch Engineer (NWE) is the operating foreman, is SRO licensed and is
directly responsible for plant operation. There is one Reactor
Control Operator (RCO) assigned to each unit and one Administrative
RCO who is primarily engaged in performing various administrative
duties but who can temporarily relieve either unit RCO. Although
AP 0103.2 was found to have deficiencies in other areas, the respon-
sibilities and lines of authority appeared to be clearly defined in
this procedure.

The PS-N is procedurally allowed and encouraged to conduct detailed
tours of the plant during his shift. This was a factor in the
licensee creating the APS-N position, to "free-up" the PS-N so that
he may be able to spend more time in'the plant. The PS-N toured the
plant intermittently for approximately five of the eight hours during
the midnight shift on September 8-9, 1987. This was not viewed as
excessive by the inspectors for two reasons: 1) the plant was
restarting following an outage and the PS-N was properly concerned
with in-plant conditions; and 2) this was a back shift and with less
personnel on-site the PS-N has more time available to conduct
in-depth, plant tours. Coincidentally, a resident inspector toured
the plant with the PS-N during this particular shift and reported the
tour to be detailed and comprehensive. AP 0103.2 requires the PS-N
to carry a portable radio or beeper and to not be in an area that
would require greater than 10 minutes to return to the control room.
The resident inspector reported that these procedural requirements
were complied with. Also, the inspector stated that the PS-N was
in telephone contact with the control room several times during his
tours to report discrepant conditions. During the periods of absence,
the APS-N was in char ge of control room operations. AP-0103.2 further
states that the APS-N ..."shall direct control room activities..."
The fact that the APS-N never left the control room reflects that he
properly fulfilled this responsibility. AP 0103.2 specifically
states the chain of command:

1) The PS-N shall direct the activities of all operators and
technicians

2) The PS-N reports to the Operations Supervisor — Nuclear

3) The APS-N reports to the PS-N

4) The APS-N may be relieved by another SRO... The prefered
order for this relief shall be as follows: PS-N then NWE

5) The NWE reports to the PS-N (note: this statement was
added in an October 5, 1987, revision)
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The statements concerning the performance of shift supervision were
apparently directed at one individual, the PS-N. This is an area
more properly resolved by the licensee. The resident inspectors
believe that although this particular PS-N has made some mistakes
that may have contributed to previous violations, this raises no
serious concerns regarding his abilities as a licensed Senior Reactor
Operator.

7. The Manager-on-Shift made three separate but related statements
concerning the failure to - use annunciator procedures and
Off-Normal Operating Procedures (ONOPs).

NRC FINDINGS

In his testimony, the Manager-on-Shift clarified these remarks,
specifying that they were opinions. He further stated that
annunciator procedures were sometimes referred to.

NRC inspectors have observed routine evolutions conducted without
reference to procedures. This practice is addressed in ANSI
N18.7-1976 and is acceptable, provided that the action performed is
truly routine. The Manager-on-Shift did not itemize specific
annunciator alarms for which the Off Normal Operating Procedure
(ONOP) should have been used because its occurrence was not routine.
However, he did state that, in his opinion, an improved level of
operator performance could be obtained by over emphasizing the use of
the annunciator response procedures, even for the simplest
annunciator alarms. He felt that the required use of annunciator
ONOPs for routine alarms would increase their use when non-routine
alarms were received. Between September 8-12, 1987, no annunciator
alarms were received which were indicative of significant plant
deficiencies. For minor alarms which were routinely received there
is no indication that incorrect or insufficient corrective action was
taken.

Emphasizing the use of annunciator ONOPs as an operating practice is
a favorable initiative which the licensee should pursue. Routine
alarms should not require the mandatory use of the ONOPs provided
that the initiating event is clearly understood and the required
corrective actions are known to be completely taken. Operators
should be encouraged to follow their immediate corrective actions
with a review of the ONOP requirements to ensure that all
supplemental actions are complete. This effort should not be carried
to the extreme such that it becomes an administrative burden. This
philosophy is reflected in the existing ONOPs, 0208.7 series, which
specify:

The actions listed are intended to be a guide for operators in
responding to single annunciators, and are not intended to be a

substitute for good judgment based on thorough understanding
of plant conditions and equipment. Many off-normal plant
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conditions will result in many annunciators lighting almost
simultaneously. In such a case, operators are expected to
respond to the root cause of the condition and maintain the unit
in a safe condition in accordance with applicable off-normal and
emergency procedures.

The inspectors have found no violations or deviations in this area
although improvements can be made in the operators use of procedures
as noted, previously.

8. Three statements were made concerning the operation of Unit 3

during the shift in which the unauthorized dilution took place.
They concerned the operator's attention to the control boards,
the proper verification of instrumentation following dilution
operations, and adherence to the dilution procedure.

NRC FINDINGS

The inspectors reviewed the recorder trace of Tave during the shift
in question and found that it deviated from the setpoint of 555'F by
a maximum of about 3.5'F. Figures 3 and 4 are copies of the recorder
traces for Tave and Primary Water Flow, respectively. During most of
the shift, Tave was maintained by dilution within 1'F of 555'F. The
Reactor Engineering Supervisor was directing a flux map of the Unit 3

reactor for several hours during this shift. He was also interviewed
by OI, showed the Tave recorder trace, and asked if the variation in
Tave'reated any problems with his flux mapping procedures or the
accuracy of his results. He testified that although some problems
occurred later that morning in reducing and analyzing the data, these
problems were not attributed to the Tave control. He stated that the
test was ultimately unsuccessful due to the position of the control
rods.

The RCO testified that the amount of dilution varied depending on how

much Tave deviated from the setpoint, e.g., if Tave was only low by
0.5'F he would add 20 gallons or if Tave was 1.5 F low he. might add
40 gallons. Thus, the length of time between dilutions and the
variance in Tave would dictate the amount of water added. If .the RCO

paid continuous attention to the dilution, and added a specific
amount of water at a regular frequency, Tave could be maintained
accurately within 1 F of Tref. Figure 3 shows this was obviously not
the case, i.e., the RCO's attention must have been diverted elsewhere
due to the number of times the vari.ation exceeded 1~F. This did not
invalidate the flux map results. The RCO testified that his addi-
tional duties included log readings and paperwork.

With regard to pressurizer level, the Manager-on-Shift testified that
level control was in automatic and controlled by the charging portion
of the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). Variations in Tave
would produce pressurizer level changes, but these were compensated
for in the CVCS automatic controls.
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Administrative Pr ocedure 0103.2 incorporates the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1. 114, Guidance on Being Operator at the Control of
a Nuclear Power Plant. It defines the "Survei'ilance Area" as that
area within the control room encompassed by the crosshatching in
Figure 5. AP 0103.2 states that (step 5.4.3):

"The RCO must maintain direct sensory perception of and access
to unit status and safety system monitoring instrumentation and
controls. In order to accomplish this, the RCO shall have an
unobstructed view of and access to the control panels, including
instrumentation displays and alarms. The RCO shall not leave
the Surveillance Area for any non-emergency reason, without
obtaining.a qualified relief."

Because. of shared systems, it is sometimes necessary for unit
operators to leave their immediate unit and go to the other side of
the control room. This is permitted by FPL's procedure providing
the operators remain within the Surveillance Area. The Manager-on-
Shift observed the Unit 3 operator to be spending an inordinate
amount of time on the Unit 4 side of the control room and was not
paying appropriate attention to his control boards.

The Manager-on-Shift testified to the following:

(1) He believed that the operator spent an excessive amount of time
on the 'Unit 4 side of the control room.

(2) His standard for acceptability would be no more than a couple of
minutes occasionally during the shift.

(3) He was in the control room approximately one-half or less of his
shift from 10:00 p.m., to 7:30 a.m.

(4) He could recall no instances in which the Unit 3 RCO performed a
dilution and then went to the Unit 4 side of the control room
prior to verifying a change in Tave.

Based on a review of the procedures, the testimony of various
licensed individuals and the obse'rvations of the NRC on-shift
personnel, the inspectors conclude that:

(1) No procedural violation took place with respect to the Unit 3

operator leaving his area of responsibility.

(2) Since it is not specifically prohibited, operators possibly do
spend unnecessary time on the opposite side of the control room.

(3) Administrative procedures should incorporate guidance that unit
operators are to remain within their area of responsibility
(Unit 3 or Unit 4) unless specifically required for work related
reasons.
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The dilution process is discussed in paragraph 4.c of this report and
the relevant procedure is O-OP-046, CVCS -'oron Concentration
Control. With regards to following the procedure:

(1)

(2)

The RCO did not have in hand a copy of O-OP-046, while the
dilutions were accomplished; although ANS-3.2 (ANSI N18.7-1976)
permits this action, i.e., "Routine procedural actions that are
frequently repeated may not require the procedure to be
present." FPL has not incorporated this guidance into their
administrative procedures.

Chemistry samples were not taken after each dilution nor were
they required. A precaution and limitation requires sampling
after large boron changes. Also, step 5.3.2. 11 requires the
operator to direct Chemistry Department to., sample the RCS, as
necessary, especially after large boron changes. This is to be
performed when the dilution is completed. A review of the
Primary Water Flow recorder for that shift shows that
approximately,8 di lutions per hour, each lasting about 30
seconds, were performed during that shift. Also, the first log
entry on the following morning shift (at 0700) reports the

'esultsof a lab analysis of the RCS boron concentration.

(3) The Manager-on-Shift's testimony regarding the "indications not
checked" is confusing. At one point, he states that .the
indication that was,of concern was a valve manually selected
open but procedurally required to be in automatic. He

subsequently changed the valve number but this valve also was
not consistent with the method in which the operator performed
the dilution. The RCO testified that the Primary Water Flow
Control Valve, FCV-114A was operated in manual at a preset rate
of approximately 60 gpm. One other valve, FCV-113B was in
automatic and opened and shut as required by the RMCS and the
batch integrator. FCV-114B was maintained closed according to
the RCO's testimony, to force all water to the charging pump
suction.

(4) The other indications required to be verified were primary water
flow, Tave and VCT level. There was no conclusive evidence that
the RCO failed to verify these indications as required; however,
it is possible that appropriate attention was not paid, as
desired, to all indications.

(5) OP-046 requires the system alignment to be restored for Auto
Makeup when the dilution is completed. This includes deter-
mining the existing boron concentration (by sample or calculation)
and aligning the controls to AUTO, "as necessary". The Manager-
on-Shift stated that the controls were not set for the current
boron concentration and two valve controllers were left in
manual. The inspectors conclude that due to the nature of the
evolutions in progress at the time and the di scretion procedurally
allowed to the operator, that a procedure violation did not occur.
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9. This item concerned the dilution event itself. There were some
incorrect statements concerning the manipulations the Technician
performed. It was also stated that the PS-N and APS-N were
probably aware of the event and should have stopped it.

NRC FINDINGS

The Shift Technician was allowed to perform a dilution (twice) on the
Uni t 3 reactor . Thi s i s di scussed in paragr aph 4. e. of thi s report
and is a violation of 10 CFR 50.54(i).

The notes of the Manager-on-Shift indicated that the Shift Technician
performed reactivity manipulations on both Unit 3 and Unit 4;
However, in his testimony, the Manager-on-Shift stated that he only
observed the Shift Technician to perform the dilution on Unit 3. He

did not observe any other unauthorized manipulations on Unit 3 or
Unit 4.

He was specific in his observation that the Shift Technician was
allowed to read the Rod Position Indication instrument,s and relay
these 'data to the RCO who had the clip board and was responsible for
taking log readings. Coincidentally, RPI data is missing from the
log sheet from the previous shift. The RPI log sheets for the 9/12-
9/13 midnight shift are complete and the RCOs refute the Manager-on-
Shift's testimony. Also, the Manager-on-Shift admits the possibility
that even though the Shift Technician did relay the required data
to the RCO, the RCO could have independently read the RPI meters.

It is a fact that the Shift Technician was new and had no training
and was obviously not a trainee. She admitted to having virtually no
formal training concerning her duties in the control room and had
never seen AP 0103.2, Section 5.8, "Minimum Duties of the Shift
Technician", and Section 5.9, "Responsibilities".

The Manager-on-Shift corrected his statements regarding the PS-N and
the APS-N's knowledge of the event. .He stated that the PS-N was out
of the control room and although the APS-N was in his office and
called something out to the RCO and the Shift Technician, the
Manager-on-Shift doubts if the APS-N would have been able to see the
evolution from that position in the control room.

10. This item dealt with a concern a Turbine Operator (TO) had about
a revised procedure for determining the specific gravity of
station batteries.

NRC FINDINGS

Battery specific gravity worksheets for a five week period between
August 21 and September 31, 1987, were reviewed. Between September 9

and September 15, 1987,, the sheets were not correctly filled out, in
that temperature and level corrections were determined when they were
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no longer required. The Nuclear Plant Operator (NPO) determines the
battery specific gravities in accordance with surveillance procedure
4-0SP-201.3, applicable revision dated August 6, 1987. The procedure
requires that temperature, level and specific gravity be recorded for
a single pilot cell in each of the four safety related batteries.
The measured specific gravity is verified to be above the minimum
allowed gravity for existing battery temperature and level by use of
Table 1 in procedure 4-0SP-201.3.

The August 6, 1987 procedure differs from that previously in use. On

July 10, 1987, a procedure change (5123) was approved which required
the measured specific gravity to be corrected for variations in
battery level and temperature. Equations were used to determine a
correction factor. The correction factor was subtracted from the
measured specific gravity and the corrected gravi ty -was verified to
be greater than 1.200. Table 1 of 4-0SP-201.3 had not yet been
developed.

Consequently, between July 10 and August 6, 1987, the NPO was
required to calculate the corrected specific gravity. Subsequent to
August 6, 1987, the corrected specific gravity was not supposed to be
calculated. In lieu of a correction, the actual specific gravity as
verified to exceed the minimum valves specified in Table 1 of
4-0SP-201.3. The tabular values took temperature and level
corrections into account in selecting the minimum acceptable value.
The August 6 revision requi red only that a check mark be placed in
the appropriate block to certify that measured gravity was above the,
allowable minimum.

Between August 21 and September 8, no di screpanci es were identified
in the use of the procedure. Between September 9 and September 15,
the measured gravity was corrected for level and temperature and the
corrected gravity was verified to be above the acceptable value in
Table 1 of the procedure. This constituted an unnecessary double
correction of the specific gravity. Additionally, on September 10,
12, and 13, the measured specific gravity for the 4A battery was
below the minimum acceptable level during the 1:00 a.m. log readings.
On each of these days, subsequent log readings were taken which
verified that the specific gravity was actually acceptable.

On September 15, 1987, the double correction of the specific gravity
results was stopped. Log sheets were reviewed for September 15-31
and no errors in determining or recording specific gravity were
apparent. On September 22, 1987, the. licensee conducted training for
20 non-licensed operators to clarify the methods to be used in
completing the specific gravity surveillance'he proper use of
Table 1 of 4-0SP-201.3 was emphasized. Additionally, the training
emphasized that the necessary corrections for temperature and level
were already incorporated in the tabular minimum specific gravity
values, alleviating the need for the calculated correction.
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Since each of the three out of specification specific gravity samples
were followed, within hours, by satisfactory samples, it appears that
the discrepancies received adequate attention. The double correction
of the gravities was identified by the licensee, apparently on
September 15, 1987, and the practice was stopped. Documented
training was held for appropriate watch standers. Technical
Specification requirements for battery operability were not violated.

11. The Manager-on-Shift listed five (5) separate but related items
which concerned shift relief turnover, proper monitoring of
control board instrumentation and operator awareness.

NRC FINDINGS

The inspector reviewed and evaluated a number of Relief Checklists
for the Plant Supervi sor - Nuclear (PS-N), Assi stant Plant Super-
visor - Nuclear (APS-N) and Nuclear Watch Engineer (NWE). The PS-N
and APS-N share a common checkli st and were in a three section
rotation for the month of September. For the 90 PS-N/APS-N Relief
Checklists generated in September, approximately 50 indicated that
neither the PS-N or APS-N completed a walkdown of the control room
boards. Approximately 90 NWE Relief Checklists were reviewed for
the dates between September 1, 1987 and September 30, 1987. On six
occasions the NWE failed to place a check mark in the box used to
certify that a walkdown of the control room boards had been completed.
Consequently, it appears that required control board walkdowns by the
PS-N, APS-N and NWE are not always performed. The walkdowns are
certified to have been performed on less than half of the required
occasions by the PS-N and APS-N.

Annunciator information tag records were reviewed. It was determined
that nine Unit 3 and three Unit 4 annunciators had information tags
attached to explain their status between September 6-13, 1987. No
statistical count is kept; however, numerous additional annunciators
were identified with Plant Work Order (PWO) tags to explain their
alarmed condition. PWO tags and information tags are frequently used
by the Control Room Operators to identify alarming annunciators.
Annunciators which are alarming and whose alarm condition is expected
to 'clear in the near future are not required to be tagged. However,
AP 0103.2 Section '8.5.3 requires that, in modes 1, 2 and '3, any
annunciator in an off normal status for greater than 8 hours be
tagged with either a deficiency tag or an information tag. Since the
Manager-on-Shift did not identify specific annunciators which were
alarmed and not tagged, it is not possible to determine whether the
Control Room Operators were remiss in allowing the alarm condition to
exist without a tag. The Manager-on-Shift testified that in his
opinion, tags would have been appropriate for some of the alarming
annunciators. He did not claim that annunciator tagging requirements
had been violated. He expressed an opinion that additional tags
would have facilitated an understanding of the alarms. It was noted
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that the Reactor Operator Relief Checklists document alarm conditions
and provide information relevant to the condition to the relieving
Control Room shift.

Based on the inspector's review, it appears that control boards could
be monitored in a more rigorous manner. The Unit 3 feedwater
temperature recorder strip chart revealed that it was out of service
for several days during the week of September 6, 1987. It was
returned to service on September 12, 1987. Additionally, on
September 12, 1987, the Unit 3 Reactor Operator failed to record
required control rod positions on the peak shift, leaving a portion
of his log sheets blank. This failure to take required log readings
was licensee identified. However, its occurrence, along with the
feedwater recorder being left without paper, indicates that more
emphasis needs to be placed on monitoring control board parameters.

AP 0103.2 specifies that relief turnover checklists be completed.
The checklists for the PS-N, APS-N, and NWE specify that a control
board walkdown be completed during the turnover process.

During September 1987, on numerous occasions, the control board
walkdowns were not marked as completed.

The failure to properly implement the requirements of AP 0103.2 is an
additional example of a violation of TS 6.8. 1, cited previously in
this report.

The Manager-on-Shift stated that in his opinion, periods of
"dead-time" could have been used productively to monitor instruments'.
His remark was meant to highlight his concern that walkdowns were not
rigorously performed even though time was available, between plant
evolutions, to complete detailed walkdowns.

12. The Manager-on-Shift stated that a steam dump valve to
atmosphere appeared to be partially open but the PS-N

discouraged the NWE from attempting to close the valve since it
was shift turnover time.

NRC FINDINGS

The off-going PS-N was informed of the discrepancy by the on-coming
PS-N who observed a small amount of steam exiting the atmospheric
vent. At 6:45 a.m., the Nuclear Watch Engineer (NWE) was sent to
investigate. The valve was estimated to be open less than 105 of its
full position. It was not causing a transient condition.

The Manager-on-Shift specified in his testimony that, in his opinion,
there was ample time prior to the scheduled turnover for the NWE to
clearly identify the cause for .the valve being slightly open. The
PS-N disagreed. However, he felt that the condition did -not threaten
plant stability.
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Consequently, he directed that the valve be isolated and repaired
subsequent to completing shift turnover. This was successfully
accomplished by the subsequent shift without adverse impact on the
plant.

The Manager-on-Shift stated that, in his opinion, the NWE was showinginitiative in requesting examination of the valve problem prior to
turnover. He felt the PS-N's decision to delay the evaluation might
dampen'he NWE's motivation.

The NRC views his concern about delay as subjective. There is no
safety concern from the short delay in addressing the valve. The
general concept advocated by the Manager-on-Shift is to try not to
stifle initiative. This is clearly a noteworthy objective. However,
the PS-N's decision does not appear to be inappropriate for the
existing circumstances.

13. This item concerned an off-normal condition that was not
addressed in an existing procedure. It concerned a
malfunctioning control rod bottom bistable and the
Manager-on-Shift did not believe the actions of PS-N were
appropriate for the circumstances.

NRC FINDINGS

The normal alignment for the Rod Position Indication (RPI) switch is
to the RPI only position. This enables a turbine runback solely on
actuation of any RPI rod bottom bistable (B/S).

For system. testing the RPI switch is placed in the Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) only position. This enables a turbine
runback solely on actuation of any power range nuclear instrument
dropped rod signal. This switch position is used for surveillance
testing. It allows the actuation of each rod bottom B/S for test
purposes without causing a turbine

runback'n

additional RPI switch position, labeled RPI/NIS enables a turbine
runback both on a RPI rod bottom B/S and a nuclear instrument rod
drop signal. This position is not frequently used because occasional
spikes in the nuclear instrument power circuits have caused false rod
drop signal and resulted in unnecessary turbine runbacks. The power
circuit spikes were greatly reduced due to the replacement of the
instrument bus inverters in 1985.

On September 13, 1987, at 6:36 a.m., the PS-N was informed that the
rod bottom bistable for control rod E-9 had failed to actuate during
surveillance testing. At 6:50 a.m., the PS-N directed that the RPI
selector switch be placed in the RPI/NIS position. This action
maintained the turbine runback capability for all operable rod bottom
B/S and provided a turbine runback capability for rod E-9 through the
NIS rod drop circuitry. This action was appropriate for the existing
plant circumstances.,
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Prior to repositioning the switch the PS-N reviewed the ONOP for
control rod malfunction. It did not address the failure of a rod
bottom 8/S and consequently, it did not address acceptable contin-
gency actions. Since no procedural guidelines were available, the
PS-N used procedure O-ADM-207, entitled Operation Instructions in

'heEvent of a Situation Not Addressed by Procedure.

The Manager-on-Shift's comment reflects a concern that procedure
0-ADM-207 was not correctly implemented. This concern appears to be
valid. Deviations from requirements include: all actions performed
were not documented in the PS-N log; applicable documentation of the
event and the actions taken were not transmitted to the Plant Nuclear
Safety Committee (PNSC) for review; and Attachment 1 of the procedure
was used although Attachment 2 would have been more appropriate.

The September 13 PS-N log entry states that the switch was placed in
the RPI/NIS position to provide runback protection for rod E-9 and
that the APS-N will refer to procedure 0-ADM-207 for guidance. The
APS-N went off shift without first documenting the completion of the
requirements of procedure 0-ADM-207. The Manager-on-Shift observed
the PS-N direct the APS-N to implement procedure 0-ADM-207. He
subsequently observed the APS-N turn the task over to his relief,
prior to completion. The Manager-on-Shift has stated that he
believed that the APS-N'hould have informed the PS-N that the
procedure would be completed by the on-coming shift. This was not
done.

In summary, the decision to place the switch in the RPI/NIS position
was appropriate for the existing plant condition. In the absence of
procedural guidance, 0-ADM-207 was used. The required administrative
actions specified in 0-ADM-207 were not fully implemented or
documented at the time the procedure was used. Subsequently, the
actions taken were not reviewed by the PNSC as required.

Technical Specification (TS) 6.8. 1 requires that written procedures
and administrative policies shall be established, implemented and
maintained that meet or exceed the requirements and recommendations
of Appendix A of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.33.

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33 recommends that administrative
procedures should be developed to address procedure adherence.

Licensee Administrative Procedure 0109. 1, entitled Preparation,
Revision, Approval, and Use of Procedures, revision dated June 2,
1987, specifies that personnel are responsible for compliance with
procedural requirements.

Administrative Procedure O-ADM-207, entitled, Operation Instructions
. in the Event of a Situation not Addressed by Procedures, revision
-dated July 2, 1987, requires that all actions performed under the
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procedure shall be documented in the Plant Supervisor Nuclear's
logbook and that documentation of actions -taken be transmitted to
the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee for. review.

Contrary to the above, on September 13, 1987; actions were taken
under the guidelines of Procedure 0-ADM-207 which were not promptly
recorded in the Plant Supervisor's logbook. Subsequently,
documentation of the actions taken were not reviewed by the Plant
Nuclear Safety Committee.

The failur'e to properly implement the requirements of procedure
0-ADM-207 is an additional example of a violation of TS 6.8. 1, cited
previously in this report.

14. The notes include five separate but related statements
concerning professionalism of licensed or non-licensed
operators. These included concerns over poor watchstanding
practices, housekeeping and attentiveness.

NRC FINDINGS

The Manager-on-Shift testified that, in his opinion, the performance
of the operators were not up to the level of hi s expectations. The
comments were made because the operators did not perform additional
control board walkdowns when time allowed. The failure to make use
of available time for board walkdowns was viewed as a poor
watchstanding practice which was not addressed by the Senior Reactor
Operators on shift.

The RCO assigned administrative duties is not required to remain in
the reactor control areas at all time. The Unit 3 and Unit 4 RCOs

must remain in the di rect observation areas unless they are relieved
of their responsibility for Unit operation. The bounds of the direct
observation areas are clearly marked on the floor of the control
room. A verbal turnover from the Unit RCO to the RCO with
administrative responsibilities is performed prior to the RCO leaving
the direct observation area. When an exchange of responsibilities is
made, the RCO accepting unit responsibility places his nameplate in
the appropriate holder. Consequently, although the 3 RCOs may
exchange responsibilities, 2 RCOs remain in the direct observation
area at all times. Only the RCO with administrative duties leaves
the observation area. The name-plates for the RCOs with Unit
responsibility are updated and clearly visible.

The notes also reflect a belief that watchstanding conditions
should be kept as professional as possible. One way to emphasize
professionalism is through cleanliness. NRC inspections in the
control room have, on infrequent occasions, resulted in comments to
management about the need for improved cleanliness and storage. At
no time has the material condition of either the Turbine Operator's
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shelter or the control room been so severe as to impact safe opera-
tion. The Manager-on-Shift meant to highlight an opportunity to
enhance cleanliness. His expectation was that the maintenance of a
clean work site will foster favorable attitudes relative to job
performance. His. comment is in keeping with present licensee goals
in maintaining strict cleanliness standards.

The general subject of plant housekeeping was one of many areas
inspected by the NRC in February 1987 and documented in Inspection
Report 87-09. The inspectors concluded that control room and primary
plant material condition and housekeeping have improved although
major concerns still existed in these areas in the secondary plant.

The Manager-on-Shift has clarified a remark in stating that on four
occasions he observed the overhead lights in the Turbine Operator
shelter to be off while desk lights remained on. The desk lights
provide enough light for the Turbine Operators to work at their
desks. The Manager-on-Shift believes that completely illuminating
the interior of the room would avoid an appearance of improper
conduct. He was specifically asked whether this item alluded to
personnel sleeping on shift. He specified that, to his knowledge, no
Turkey Point personnel sleep while on the job. He felt that the use
of all available lighting would promote the appearance of
professional conduct and foster improved performance. He felt that
this benefit was not recog'nized by the shift supervisors and
consequently they did not address the issue.

15. The Manager-on-Shift made two statements concerning the
relations between Operations and other functional departments,
specifically Maintenance and Engineering. Both statements also
reflected a negative or cynical attitude by Senior Operators
about the effectiveness of improvement programs.

NRC FINDINGS

The statements express the Manager-on-Shift's opinion that Operations
Department personnel were displaying an "us versus them" attitude
which was counter-productive because it adversely affected
communications. In his opinion, the reduction in communications
would result in less effective plant performance and slower
implementation of necessary enhancements. It is recognized that the
formation of a Quality Improvement Program (QIP) team to identify and
correct equipment problems is a positive licensee initiative. The
perception that the teams'ormation was presented in a negative
manner is consistent with previous NRC observations of Operations
Department personnel who are frustrated with the large backlog of
Plant Work Orders (PWOs). The PWO backlog is a source of friction
between the Operations, Maintenance and Engineering Departments.
Personnel from each department have on occasion, expressed concern
that the other departments are not providing adequate support to the
plant. Expressions of this nature appear as the "us versus them"
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attitude that the Manager-on-Shift was highlighting. Several
licensee management initiatives have been implemented to foster a
spirit of teamwork and harmony. These initiatives, which include
contractor provided leadership and teamwork training for first line
supervisory personnel, continue to receive NRC review.

16. This item concerns the effectiveness of writers from the
Procedures Upgrade Program being assigned to each shift.

NRC FINDINGS

The inspector found that eighteen On The Spot Changes (OTSCs) to
procedures were written between September 8-13, 1987. Five of these
were initiated by Procedure Upgrade Program (PUP) technical writers
to support control room activities. Two PUP writer s each initiated 2
OTSCs and a third PUP writer initiated a single OTSC during this same
week.

The PUP writers were placed on shift to facilitate control room
procedure changes and to assure adequate liaison between the
procedure writers and the operating crews. This initiative was
pursued because Operations personnel were continuing to identify
portions of PUP procedures which could not be implemented as written.

In his testimony, Manager-on-Shift characterized as supposition the
contention that the PUP writer was not fully utilized.

Control room inspections by NRC personnel have identified occasional
instances of non-job related discussions. The licensee recognizes
that these discussions do not facilitate professionalism and
continues to emphasize proper decorum and attentiveness through
training and inspections.

17. The Manager-on-Shift stated that routine evolutions were
conducted without reference to the procedures. Although
non-licensed personnel did use and follow procedures, they were
not reviewed first by control room operators.

NRC FINDINGS

The practice of conducting routine evolutions without reference to a

procedure is addressed in ANSI N-18.7-1976. In paragraph 5.2.2,
Procedures, it is stated:

Routine procedural actions that are frequently repeated might
not require the procedure to be present.

The standard also specifies that the requirements for the use of
procedures shall be prescribed in writing. The licensee has
implemented this in AP-0109. 1, Preparation, Revision, Approval and
Use of Procedures, latest revision dated June 2, 1987. Section 8.2.2
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of this procedure addresses procedure compliance; however, there is
no reference to the above quote from ANSI-N-18.7. Thus, there
appears to be some confusion on the part of the operators concerning
the acceptability of not referencing procedures for routine
evolutions.

Concerning the non-licensed operators use of procedures, the
Manager-on-Shift testified that this was a positive observation.
It was also his opinion that control room operators could benefit by
previewing the procedures that the NLOs were using in order to gain a
better understanding of their actions.

18. This item concerned a crew that was performing a periodic
surveillance which they had never done before and were

, unfamiliar with.

NRC FINDINGS

The Manager-on-Shift clarified this item through his testimony. He
was aware of the Department policy which required crews to have
performed at least a walkthrough of a task prior to initially
performing the task. He was also aware that the IEC crew had neither
performed nor walked through the Rod Position Indication ( RPI)
periodic before. He identified this discrepancy while participating
in the Management on Shift (MOS) program. The improper performance
of the RPI surveillance could have resulted in an unintentional
reactor trip. Consequently, the Manager-on-Shift personally assured
that the supervisory guidance necessary to complete the task without
error was provided.

In this matter, the Manager-on-Shift responded as required by the
instructions provided to participants in the MOS program. He did not
allow a potentially unsafe evolution to proceed. He stopped the task
and did not allow it to proceed without adequate supervision.

The crew which was performing the task had not performed the
necessary walkthrough because of insufficient 18C planning. The RPI
periodic was performed on the last day allowed by the Technical
Specifications, which was on a weekend. The weekend crew is
typically not assigned to perform this surveillance and therefore was
not familiar with the procedure. The Resident Inspectors will pursue
this area of proper scheduling of qualified technician crews.

19. The Manager-on-Shift observed that Maintenance crews are
routinely asked to perform evolutions without PWOs and without
looking at the priority of the job vs. what is already being
worked.



NRC FINDINGS

This item expresses a concern that operations and maintenance
personnel need better communications to coordinate work priorities.
The Manager-on-Shift stated that maintenance personnel are asked to
perform minor tasks, such as making adjustments or taking volt meter
readings, which are not covered by PWO requests. Maintenance
personnel refuse to perform these actions unti 1 they have been
requested and prioritized through the PWO system. The informal
requests focus on a troublesome item of immediate concern to the
requesting individual which may not be as important as the task the
maintenance worker must halt to honor the request. The
Manager-on-Shift stated that the informal requests, if honored, are
potentially disruptive to the overall maintenance effort and could be
eliminated through effective operations and maintenance coordination.
The licensee has recognized the need for improved communication
between these two departments and created the position of
Operations - Maintenance Coordinator within the last year.

,20. There are three separate but related notes concerning operation
of various Balance-of-Plant systems and the lack of attention
paid to them during operation. This lack of attention includes:
leaving a blowdown tank vented to atmosphere; inadequate super-
vision of a . generator seal oil system test; and inadequate
training of a Turbine Operator (TO) performing a turbine lube
oil pump test.

NRC FINDINGS

In the Manager-on-Shift's testimony, he indicated that the blowdown
tank was left vented to atmosphere after the unit was on line but
this did not violate any operating procedures. The inspectors
reviewed 3-0P-071, entitled Steam Generator Blowdown Recovery System.
This procedure provides guidance for blowing down the steam
generators during startup and power operation. During unit startup
the blowdown is di rected to the atmosphere and di scharge canal until
laboratory analysis verifies that the quality of the blowdown
effluent is suitable for recovery. When the quality of the effluent
is within chemistry specifications, the liquid can then be directed
to the condenser and the blowdown tank steam can be directed to the
4A 'and 4B feedwater heaters, if they are available. The
Manager-on-Shift indicated that his concern with venting to the

'tmosphere generates a substantial amount of noise, which could
irritate the outside operators.

The Manager-on-Shift testified that he could not be positive that
the TO had never performed the Seal Oil System backup testing. By
his observation, he concluded that the TO did not fully understand
the test that he was performing. This could also be evidence of lack
of proper training. The Manager-on-Shift also clarified his remarks
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concerning the TO being unsupervised in any way. Although there was
no direct supervision of the TO conducting the test, he could have
been supervised in some other fashion. The Seal Oil System is not
safety related and the test that was being performed is not required
by TS. The Manager-on-Shift's concern is that the TO was performing
an evolution relying on verbatim compliance with the procedure. A
mistake in the testing could result if the procedure contained errors
which the TO might not identify due to the lack of full understanding.

In the third example, a TO was conducting another non-safety related
system surveillance and he apparently was not trained on this
procedure properly or he had never performed this evolution before.
The Manager-on-Shift testified that although the configuration had
been altered without authorization the operator was smart enough to
stop the test when he realized the test gauge wasn't installed.

The licensee should assure that the Job-Task-Analyses for non-
licensed operators include the conduct of non-safety related
survei llances.

21. The Manager-on-Shift made two lengthy notes which were mainly
summaries of previous concerns. These included the use of
procedures, watchstanding practices, coordination between
operations and maintenance, shift supervisor and prioritization
of work efforts. Two additional concerns were noted with regard
to: 1) the difference in professionalism standards when
INPO/NRC is present; and 2) the need for a basic attitude
readjustment towards watchstanding practices.

NRC FINDINGS

With respect to the different standards by control room
watchstanders, the Manager-on-Shift testified that this opinion was
based primarily on the fact that had an NRC inspector or an INPO
evaluator been in the control room, the RCO would not have let the
shift technician perform the dilution. Additional lapses in
professionalism, that led to his conclusion were, the operators
spending time on the opposite unit side of the control room, and more
informal communication between the operators. These issues,
including professionalism and attitude, were identified'everal years
ago. A Program for Improved Operation (PIO) was implemented by the
licensee and confirmed by NRC letter in October 1984. This program
included increased management awareness and overview of operations.
In the NRC Systemmatic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP)
Report 86-27, dated August 21, 1986, it was stated that the PIO has
resulted in some success in many of the operations areas. At that
time improvements or satisfactory conduct were found in areas such
as: shift turnover and relief, operator awareness of alarms and
annunciators, control room demeanor and communications between
Operations and Maintenance. It was recognized, however, that
considerable room existed for more improvement. The SALP rating for
Operations was three with an improving trend.
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An Operations team inspection including several Senior Resident
Inspectors and Operator License Examiners was conducted in
February 1987; Inspection Report 87-09. The conclusion was that"initial implementation of the various upgrade programs has made
noticeable improvements to control room and plant operations...."
The NRC and the licensee have acknowledged, however, that "they are
not there yet".

When the previous SALP period ended on May 31, 1987, the NRC
recognized the improvement programs that were in place and the
inspection report findings that indicated numerous areas of
improvement. A SALP category 2 was awarded for the gains in the
operations area. Two significant violations however, occurred soon
thereafter which resulted in a large Civil Penalty and NRC Order.
The licensee, partially in response to these violations, implemented
a Management-on-Shift Program to help identify and correct the root
cause of the problems. It was through this Management-on-Shift
Program that the dilution event was reported.

In summary, there has been on-going NRC concern in this area for
several years. This licensee has attempted various initiatives and
programs to make much needed improvements. It is evident that the
programs have not been entirely successful due to the nature and
frequency at which problems continue to occur. The Manager-on-Shift
is correct with regard to his comments concerning attitude and good
watchstanding practices.

22. The Manager-on-Shift noted his overhearing a conversation
regarding the qualities of a "good" operator. He believed the
emphasis was misplaced on dexterity versus knowledge and
administrative abilities.

NRC FINDINGS

Thi s i s strictly an opinion statement and appears to be based on
conversations "over heard" and not participated in. In other words,
the Manager-on-Shift may have been able to make a more definitive
statement if he had questioned the operators on their perceptions of
a "good" operator.

It should be, noted that training programs must now be based on a Job
Task Analysis (JTA) and the training conducted in accordance with a
Systems Approach to Training (SAT). These measures are intended to
better define the tasks and responsibilities of licensed personnel
and to tailor training programs to meet these demands.

The NRC examination process has similarly been modified. Examination
questions are based on a Knowledges and Abilities Catalog; the
development of which involved a cooperative effort with industry to
prioritize those topics that are most relevant on which to base
questions.
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23. The Manager-on-Shift noted that the breaker for the 4A feedwater
pump was racked in, apparently in violation of a clearance order.
This was done without a procedure and potentially could have
damaged the pump.

NRC FINDINGS

Clearance order number 4-87-8-73 was issued to support the 4A
steam generator feedwater pump (SGFP) replacement. The inspectors
thoroughly reviewed the clearance order to determine compliance with
procedure AP 0103.4, entitled In-Plant Equipment Clearance Orders,
revision dated July 9, 1987. The inspectors determined that the
clearance order was properly issued and executed on August 24, 1987.

In the Manager-on-Shift's notes and testimony he stated that he
believed that on September 12, 1987, the 4A SGFP breaker, 4AA03, was
racked in contrary to procedure to facilitate testing of the low lube
oil pressure trip signal. His.concerns were in two parts, in that he
felt AP 0103.4 did not allow a pump breaker to be racked in with the
pump's suction valves closed and that equipment damage may have
resulted had the pump received an auto-start signal with the suction
valves closed. The inspectors have determined that procedure
AP 0103.4 clearly- allows for temporarily re-establishing a power
source to perform testing. A temporary lift must be requested and
issued to perform the clearance re-alignment. A temporary lift was,
in fact, requested and issued at 5:40 a.m. on September 12, 1987,
which allowed the 4A SGFP breaker 4A003, to be temporarily racked in
to test the low lube oil pressure trip signal. The alarm was tested
satisfactorily and the breaker was racked out at 6:00 am as required
by the temporary lift order. The inspectors have determined that the
temporary lift to allow testing was executed in compliance with
approved procedures.

The Manager-on-Shift's second concern was the potential for equipment
damage if the pump had received an auto-start signal with the 4AA03
breaker temporarily racke'd in and the suction valves closed. During
operation with normal system configuration the SGFP in standby will
automatically start if the operating SGFP trips on either
over-current or low lube oil pressure. However, the SGFPs are
equipped with protection devices to prevent automatic or manual pump
start if lube oil pressure is less than 7 psig or suction pressure is
less than 240 psig. Pressure switch PS-2029 is located downstream of
the suction isolation valves and specifically prevents pump starts if
suction pressure is less than 240 psig. Had the 4A SGFP received an
auto-start signal when the 4AA03 breaker was temporarily racked in,
with the suction isolation valves closed,.pressure switch PS-2029
would have prevented the pump from starting thereby precluding
equipment or personnel hazard.
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The inspectors reviewed the release of the clearance order and system
restoration. -The inspectors determined that the 4AA03 breaker was
the final component to be restored as required by step 4.7 of
AP 0103. 4.

In conclusion, the inspectors have no regulatory compliance findings
and believe the repair and testing of the 4A SGFP was conducted in a
controlled manner with regards to personnel and equipment safety.





TABLE 1

PERSONNEL ON-SHIFT DURING EVENT

Position Title

Pl ant Super vi sor — Nucl ear (PS-N)
Assistant PS-N (APS-N)
Nuclear Watch Engineer (NWE)
RCO (Unit 3)
RCO (Unit 4)
RCO (Administrative)
Shift Technician
Management on Shift
Management on Shift
Reactor Engineering Supervisor
Shift Technical Advisor (STA)

License

SRO

SRO
SRO

RO

RO

RO

Non-Licensed
SRO

Non-Licensed Manager
SRO
Non-Licensed
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TABLE 2

HISTORY OF LICENSED OPERATOR TRAINING

AT TURKEY POINT

Class Class
Year No. No. Licensed No. License Remain No. License On-Shift

1970 1

1972 2

1973 3

1974 4

1977 5

e 1980 6

1981 7

1982 SRO

1983 8

1984 9

1986 10

17

21

13

26

143

16

48

16

39

1988

1989

1990

12

12

Started with 28 students, 17 remaining

Requested, to start early 88, 20 positions
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R. 6. NENDE
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

C. A. KELLY
ADNINISTRAT IVE ASSISTANT

PLANT SUPV. NUC. (6):
6. 6. JQKS - C. A. COKER

t. SALKELD
7. L . VOGAN

V. C. SCHINlUS
P. S. HARPEL

J. D. VElb
OPS/tlAINT COORD

ASST PLT SUPV NUC (5):
T. D. REESE.

6. N. NURPHY
V. G. HALEY

S. E. 6UYER, A. SIN6ER
T. 't. ANDERSON

OPS NAINT. TECHS:
. E. TERRY

V. 6. VYKR

VATCH ENGINEERS (6):
N. NATUZEVSKI A. DALL'AU
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RESPON ITIES OF OPERATORS AND SHIFT TECHNICIANS 0 FT ANO MAINTENANCE OF OPERATING LOGS ANO RECORD
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